Due diligence, screening and obtaining and verifying beneficial ownership data is vital to protect your business. It’s crucial to know your customers and suppliers and verify they are who they say they are. This applies to identifying people as well as identifying businesses.

D&B Network Intelligence provides a comprehensive people-centric lens that utilizes AI-driven data from the Dun & Bradstreet Data Cloud to identify individuals that potentially hold multiple beneficial ownership, shareholder, or directors’ roles or within their network of third parties. This unique capability offers numerous benefits for due diligence programs, enabling for more informed decision making through advanced visibility.

D&B Network Intelligence Enables You To:

**ACHIEVE BENEFICIAL OWNERSHIP VISIBILITY** by identifying beneficial owners in multiple roles within your business network.

**REDUCE SCREENING COSTS** by avoiding duplicate outreach.

**INCREASE DUE DILIGENCE DEFENSIBILITY** with greater visibility into source of wealth and faster conflicts of interest checks.

Accelerate Due Diligence by Visualizing the Right Entities

Backed by big data and analytics, D&B Network Intelligence helps you to better manage risk by establishing effective beneficial ownership visibility with industry-leading coverage that includes over 315 million shareholders and 190 million directors and principals.

- AI-driven data helps you avoid duplications in due diligence screenings and ensure calculations are made against one person
- Make well-informed decisions with people-centric visibility and risk evaluation
Help Reduce Screening Costs with Automation

Gain back more time and reduce costs with the power of automation. D&B Network Intelligence helps you avoid wasting time screening duplicate names and reduce the number of false positives.

- Robust insights from the Data Cloud cluster beneficial owners holding multiple roles in your business network
- Automated process allows you to efficiently avoid duplicate due diligence screenings
- Gain back more time by avoiding manual deduping processes

Help Avoid Potential Brand or Reputational Damage

Advanced beneficial ownership data helps connect the dots between entities and people, helping to ensure you have established the right person for screening.

- Eliminate the need to connect entities above and below the target business
- Negate the need for outreach to fee earners
- Perform faster conflict checks to help protect your business

Establish Source of Wealth Amongst Your Customers and Suppliers

D&B Network Intelligence helps you to establish source of wealth by gathering data points to a single entity.

- Get the answers you need with a streamlined and automated approach
- Avoid asking clients and third-parties hard questions
- Create a more robust and defensible approach to risk management

The Leading Source of Beneficial Ownership Data

Dun & Bradstreet offers a new level of understanding to our already comprehensive global data on the individuals behind businesses.
Did You Know?

73% of Compliance and Procurement professionals state it is important to conduct due diligence on individuals, rather than just at the organizational level.

Get started today by scheduling a demo for D&B Network Intelligence.

SCHEDULE DEMO ›
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